WAR ON KIDS - YOU DO NOT HAVE A PERSONALITY DISORDER…
Your counsellors, teachers, parents, doctors, and other cops have told you that your personality is
wrong and that you are not functioning properly. We think they are wrong and that they and the
world system are the ones that are not functioning properly.
School is an abusive, boring prison designed to break your spirit and keep you in ignorance. If you
are bored and disruptive at school, it’s because the teachers are boring, the subject matter is dull
and school is a cage. They only teach you what the government wants you to know. There’s loads of
interesting stuff to learn, but you probably won’t learn it at school. You are like a horse being broken
so that you will be a good cog in the machine when you grow up i.e. work, consume, die. It takes
fifteen years of school to break a human being and make them agree to the misery of daily life.
Luckily, loads of kids continue to rebel. These kids - the ones with spirit - are targeted for attack by
the psychiatric establishment using groundless but sinister weapons such as Oppositional Defiant
Disorder and Attention Deficit Disorder.
Most psychiatrists are just cops on a couch. Their job is to make you think there is something wrong
with you so that you won’t see what is really wrong with you – that you live in a fucked up society
where you feel powerless, and this fact drives you wild. You are not crazy – mass society, war,
surveillance, government, cops, bankers, armies, injustice, poverty, etc are crazy. Psychiatry is also
completely made up i.e. there is no scientific basis for any so-called mental disorder and therefore
no evidence for how or if any of the treatments work. It is a political weapon – it is there to destroy
your confidence, your independence, your power and your mind.
No child should be given psychiatric medication. Giving children psychiatric medication is child
abuse and assault. The doctors have no idea how the medication works, especially on brains that are
still developing. If you want to change your brain chemistry, sort out your diet (eat loads of fresh,
raw fruit and veg), your exercise and any addictions you have. Most psychiatric medication and
‘therapy’ such as ECT (electro-convulsive therapy) is just indiscriminate brain damage and can cause
permanent disability and loss of cognitive function in both children and adults.
Personalities cannot be wrong. It is impossible for a personality to be ‘disordered’. The doctors
don’t even know what a personality is. The human psyche has been and will be debated for all time,
it is a mystery, and it is a philosophical and not a medical subject of debate. You are who you are,
and who you are is a free-spirited individual trapped in a human society and a world that is
controlled by small groups of people who do not like freedom and have the power to oppress you.
There is no such thing as normal. Everything on this planet, and beyond it, is completely unique.
There is no one and nothing like you anywhere in the universe. Anybody who tries to make you think
there is such a thing as ‘normal’ is a moron. Anybody who uses their authority, force or the
agreement of fellow morons to make you fit into some definition of ‘normal’ through psychiatric
diagnosis, medication, detention or compliancy-inducing behavioural therapy should be stopped.
Resist the doctors, parents, teachers and other cops who do not have your best interests at heart.
Look after your own health and your own education, both are important and you are responsible
for them. Fight back against those that want to destroy and control you!

